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00147 
ASOBU ULTIMATE MUG 

The Ultimate Coffee Mug gives you a classic tumbler combined with the unique features of 
a travel bottle. Constructed with copper lining, double walled stainless steel and a ceramic 
inner coating gives this mug the full insulation of a regular thermos. Complete with an 
adjustable spill proof lid and an easy hold round handle makes this the ideal mug for at 
home or on the go.   

Color(s): Black, Blue, Burgundy, Pink, White

00149 
MOBILE OFFICE COMMUTER SLEEVE 

Equip your team for their daily commute or work trip with the Mobile Office  
Commuter Sleeve. This sleeve features a top flap open with hook and loop fasteners, 
interior front slash pocket, and a padded laptop compartment sized to fit up to a 15” 
laptop. Store pens, cords, flash drives, a smartphone and more!   

Color(s): Black, Granite Heather Grey, Navy

00150 
MOLESKINE® HARD COVER RULED LARGE NOTEBOOK 

Retail brands are on-trend in 2022! This 240 acid-free page ruled format large hard cover 
notebook with rounded corners is a reliable travel companion perfect for notes, sketches 
and thoughts. Bound hard cover with rounded corners, bookmark and elastic strap 
closure. Ask about branded custom bands to go around the journal for additional branding 
opportunities.   

Color(s): Black, Brilliant Violet, Hydrangea Blue, Navy, Scarlet Red, Slate Grey, True 
Orange, White

00151 
TWILIGHT SUPER GLIDE PEN 

Sleek, sophisticated, and branded. Could a pen get any better? This pen comes with a 
Super Glide refill that provides an exceptional writing experience, delivering consistent ink 
flow and smooth fine writing line. It features a black rubberized finish, slim barrel and steel 
clip. Mirror finish laser engraving will make your logo stand out. This pen is perfect to 
hand out as corporate gifts or appreciation awards   

Color(s): Blue, Green, Orange, Red, Silver

00152 
OTTERBOX® MOBILE CHARGING KIT 

Be prepared for your next outdoor adventure with the Otterbox® Mobile Charging Kit. 
This tough 15k mAH battery includes a 3 in 1 cable that charges a variety of your favorite 
devices including Apple (MFi approved), Samsung, LG, Google and more. Ultra slim, highly 
mobile design perfect for travel, tight pockets and on-the-go adventures. Limited lifetime 
warranty and no hassle customer service through through Otterbox.   

Color(s): White

00148 
SAMSONITE MOBILE SOLUTION CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK 

Prepare your team for work travel or vacation with this chic convertible backpack. This 
backpack is made of nylon and includes a water-resistant coating, 5 carrying modes 
and padded tech sleeve for laptops. Interior padded tech sleeve fits most laptops up to 
14.1” (horizontal) or tablets up to 9.7” Main body of the bag fits most laptops up to 15.6” 
(vertical).   

Color(s): Black
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00156 
MEDIUM NOTEBOOK 

Perfect for any classroom, office space, or home office, this classic notebook just can’t be 
beat. Available in a variety of cover colors, this notebook includes 1-color foil or deboss 
imprint, 100 sheets of lined filler, and a variety of color binding options. (Black is standard). 
Made in USA.   

Color(s): Assorted

00154 
MAXGLIDE CLICK TROPICAL PEN 

Smooth writing and versatility are a pen click away! This fun frestive pen features a 
patented hybrid ink for smooth and smudge free writing, translucent black barrels with 
vibrant tropical colored trim and your choice of blue or black ink. Black ink is anti-fraud.  

Color(s): Lime Green, Orange, Pink, Sky Blue, Yellow

00158 
CLEARVIEW XEOPLANNER 

Keep your work or personal goals clear and well planned with the ClearView  
XeoPlanner. This planner features a natural (clear) poly front cover that reveals a 1-sided, 
full-color insert as first page. The XeoPlanner weekly stock calendar filler includes month-
at-a-glance before each month of weekly pages. Pen/PenPort optional upgrade.  

00155 
JAVALINA CLASSIC STYLUS PEN 

Equip your customers and team with this best selling pen, now with added function! This 
beautiful pen features white barrels with classic colored trim, guaranteed ultra-smooth 
writing cartridge, and a handy stylus tip. Choose from blue or black ink. The Patriotic pen 
with red and blue trim comes with black ink only.    

Color(s): White/Black, White/Blue, White/Green, White/Red

00153 
VIENNA VIBE PEN 

When nothing but positive vibes and smooth writing will do, reach for the Vienna Vibe 
Pen! This pen features sleek European styling in brushed vibrant colors, black raised 
teardrop grippers for added style and comfort, and black anti-fraud ink.    

Color(s): Berry Purple, Burnt Orange, Lime Green, Turquoise

00157 
CORK & CRAFT WITH TIP-IN 

Add a touch of style and warm vibes to your next meeting or event with the Cork & Craft 
journal. This new journal features smooth natural hard covers with a Cork covered flap 
with magnetic closure. Includes a blind deboss imprint and 1 custom full-color, 1-sided 
tip-in at front, 80 sheets of off-white, ruled paper, and a matching satin ribbon bookmark.   

Color(s): Natural/Cork
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00159 
SHARPIE CLEAR VIEW HIGHLIGHTER 

No highlighter shines as bright in office or education settings than the Sharpie Clear View 
Highlighter. These  highlighters feature innovative see-through tips that eliminate blind 
spots while you highlight for precision highlighting. Smearguard ink technology and the 
quick drying AP certified formula resists smearing of many inks.    

Color(s): Flourescent Pink, Green, Orange, Yelow

00161 
WATERMAN EXPERT FOUNTAIN PEN 

Expert brings smart Parisian styling to your business day. With its generous cigar-shaped 
silhouette and wealth of fine materials, it reveals that beneath your executive persona stirs 
the creative spirit. Clients and colleagues will know you by your taste for sophistication.    

Color(s): Black/Gold

00162 
OAKLEY - 22L STREET ORGANIZING BACKPACK 

Commuting or working remotely, the Street Organizing Backpack is ready for the task. This 
backpack features a 70D ripstop nylon lining, padded internal laptop and tablet sleeves. 
The padded shoulder straps and back panel with mesh inserts and sternum and compres-
sion straps provide all day comfort. Plenty of zippered storage throughout.    

Color(s): Assorted

00163 
FABRIZIO REFILLABLE JUNIOR PORTFOLIO 

The Fabrizio Junior  Portfolio is ready to add a touch of style and function to any client 
meeting. This vinyl portfolio features a matching interior pen loop (pen not included), 
brown felt lining and a perfect bound 5 7/8” x 8 15/16” notebook with 160 ivory lined 
pages (refillable).   

Color(s): Black, Brown, Gray, Navy, White

00164 
UNI-BALL® 207 GEL PEN 

When long meetings are on the horizon, nothing but the uni-ball® 207 Gel Pen will do. Its 
comfortable textured grip allows for control as smooth, even-flowing uni Super Ink™ locks 
in ideas, protecting them from water, fading & fraud. Point size: 0.7mm. Ink matches clip 
color.   

Color(s): Black, Blue, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red

00160 
SHARPIE S-GEL 

Experience a high performance gel pen with the Sharpie S-Gel. With no smear, no bleed 
technology, this Sharpie pen delivers an exceptional writing experience. The gel ink pen 
features intensely bold colors for always vivid writing, while the contoured rubber grip 
provides you a comfortable experience with any writing task. It’s sleek design and matte 
finish make it a pen you won’t want to  loan out.  

Color(s): Black, White
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00168 
THOR COPPER VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE 22 OZ 

Nothing beats Thor. This bottle features durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum 
construction with copper insulation. On-trend, durable powder coating resists chipping 
and provides long lasting beauty. The stainless steel screw-on spill resistant lid includes 
a durable stainless steel hand loop. Fits most standard car cup holders.   

Color(s): Black, Grey, Mint Green, Navy, Orange, Process Blue, Red, Silver, White

00166 
20 OZ URBAN PEAK® TRAIL VACUUM TUMBLER 

Your team will thank you for this best selling tumbler. This tumbler features a copper-lined, 
vacuum-insulated deep draw liner for optimal drinking temperatures and 8X heat  
retention. It has a lead-free vacuum seal and features a unique spill-proof AS plastic flip 
top design with Tritan snap locking closure lid.   

Color(s): Black, Blue, Grey, White

00170 
CRUMBEE™ DESKTOP VACUUM 

When your home office gets a little too homey, reach for the Crumbee. Don’t let its size 
fool you, this miniature vacuum can tackle any mess. Effortlessly sucking up crumbs and 
other tabletop debris, this vacuum comes in handy for cleaning your desktop, keyboard, 
drawers, and more. Cleaning brush included.   

Color(s): Black, White

00167 
SHARPIE MARKER 

Bold to the max and  permanent to the core, Sharpie Permanent Markers inspire you to 
transform ordinary surfaces into passionately creative statements. These Sharpie Fine Tip 
Markers mark on the most hard-to-mark surfaces and are durable to produce thinner, 
more detailed lines longer than the competition. The alcohol-based ink dries fast and is 
non-toxic.    

Color(s): Assorted

00165 
BASECAMP® NAVIGATOR LAPTOP BACKPACK 

Prepare your team for any quick trip with the Navigator Laptop Backpack. This handsome 
backpack features a large main compartment with dual heavy zipper and protected secure 
slot, a center zippered compartment with organizational panel and extra inner zipper 
pocket front zipper. The sturdy web handle, adjustable wide comfort shoulder straps  
and extra padded contour back panel add comfort to any long day at the airport.  

Color(s): Black, Blue

00169 
HUDSON 12-CAN LUNCH COOLER 

The Hudson lunch cooler is perfect for keeping your food, snacks, and drinks cool on a hot 
day. Made from durable 300D polyester with a two-tone grey finish, it has two PEVA-lined 
insulated zippered compartments, an interior mesh pocket and an exterior side mesh 
pocket. Carry the Hudson with you using its carry handles or the 1 1/4” x 48” adjustable 
shoulder strap.   

Color(s): Gray
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